From the Director

W

ells Book Arts Center has established its place in the
history of American craft centers dedicated to printing and book
arts. With the legacies of woodcut artist JJ Lankes in the 1930s and
Victor Hammer who started the Wells College Press and designed
several typefaces in the 1940s, a long tradition of focused and
dedicated craft has been instilled in students and visitors alike. Since
the formation of the Wells Book Arts Center in 1993, a series of
generous donations has helped to build an exceptional collection
of typefaces, printing presses, and binding equipment. With eleven
letterpress presses, hundreds of cases of type & ornaments, and two
fully equipped binderies on campus, there is no shortage of resources
for the intrepid book artist. Our recently inaugurated Paper Making
Greenhouse adds an essential component to the complete range of
making books using traditional methods of the past centuries while
looking toward incorporating new technologies.
The Wells Book Arts Summer Institute was first run in July of 2005.
Over the years it has featured an impressive roster of instructors and
students. Last year, in a time of transition, the Summer Institute
was unfortunately cancelled. We have decided that this Summer, we
would make up for last year and come back with a dynamic Summer
series that will feature exceptional instructors in a full range of book
and paper arts. The instructor line-up this year is pretty great!

As the new director of the Wells Book Arts Center, I am truly excited
at the potential of the resources available here. From my experience
as founder of the Western New York Book Arts Center in Buffalo,
and from visiting many centers and shops around the world, I can
say that Wells is a truly special place with a remarkable book arts
collection. My associate, the new Victor Hammer Fellow, Jenna
Rodriguez (also a former Summer Institute intern) and I want to
make our facilities accessible to students and the world of interested
artists and craftspeople. The Summer Institute is one way we can.
All seasons in the Finger Lakes of New York State are quite beautiful.
Summer on the shores of Cayuga Lake presents an idyllic setting
for truly memorable and inspiring learning and making. We hope
that you can join us and experience an unforgettable Summer of
developing your artistic practice or learning brand new skills.
The following pages will give you an outline of courses you can take
and details on how to register. If you have any questions, please
contact me at 315-364-3438 or at rkegler@wells.edu.

Richard Kegler
summer institute director

Session One 12 – 18 July 2015
Pressure Printing:
The Spontaneous Image
Melanie Mowinski
Pressure printing is a non-traditional letterpress technique that
yields a painterly, spontaneous image on the page. Join us and
delight in the breathtaking results that emerge when printing
from unusual materials such as tin foil, fabric, and plates we
make from cut paper. In this course, students will harness unexpected patterns and complex imagery as we pressure print
using Vandercook flatbed cylinder presses. We will cover the
basics of this technique as well as more advanced applications,
combining our pressure printing with traditional relief printing techniques. At the end of the week, we will delve into the
extensive metal and wood type collection in the Wells College
pressroom, adding heft and authority to our images with the
letterpress-printed word.
Melanie Mowinski founded PRESS: Letterpress as a Public Art Project, a hybrid
gallery, teaching, and storefront studio space centered around an operating Vandercook Universal III in 2011. PRESS anchors Main Street, North Adams, and serves
as a downtown hub for students from the Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts,
where Mowinski is an Associate Professor of Art. She embraces measurement
and precision in the letterpress process as well as going rogue and making crazy
lock-ups with super powerful magnets. She approaches pressure prints in the same
way—balancing hyper control with experimental investigations.

Hidden and Revealed:
Interactive Book Structures
Macy Chadwick
Explore the interactive qualities of a book — what is hidden
and what is revealed with each turn of the page. In this workshop we will create a variety of bindings that incorporate multiple transparent layers, pockets, windows and more. Zoom
in on particular parts of images, bury information in layers of
transparencies, and discover unexpected combinations as you
look through, within and under the pages of your books. Demonstrations will include image generation techniques such as
pochoir (stencil) and Xerox transfer, as well as concept development exercises to further broaden your individual book
ideas. Participants will create multiple folios with windows, a
storage book binding, a concertina with envelopes and transparent pages, and an accordion with pockets. Beginners and
experienced book binders welcome.
Macy Chadwick received an MFA in Book Arts and Printmaking from The University of the Arts in Philadelphia and assisted book artist Julie Chen at Flying Fish Press
for three years. She currently splits her time between Providence, Rhode Island, and
Oakland, California, where she creates books and limited edition prints in her letterpress studio. Macy is on the faculty at the Academy of Art University, San Francisco, and her work is in prominent collections in the U.S. and abroad, including the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Yale University Special Collections, and the Jack Ginsberg Collection in South Africa.

Session One

12 – 18 July 2015
Calligraphy
and Digital Type Design
Kris Holmes
Calligraphy and Digital Type Design will teach students to
design a quality typeface starting from their own calligraphy.
We will approach calligraphy not as an expressive art, but as
a way of understanding the basic structure of letters. We will
analyze historical calligraphy from reproductions of original
texts and learn to calligraph one of these styles. Calligraphed
letters will then be turned into drawings and digitized into
typefaces which are completely original, not manipulations
of existing typefaces. Though a student will not be able to
complete an entire typeface, students may choose to work in
teams or they may design a keyword which can be completed
later. You do not have to be an experienced calligrapher
already, though some familiarity with vector software such as
Illustrator will be useful.
Kris Holmes is the co-designer of the Lucida family of typefaces and President of
Bigelow & Holmes. She has designed over 200 typefaces including Lucida Grande,
the system font for Apple OSX for over a decade, Isadora, Apple Chancery, and
Monaco. An accomplished calligrapher, she studied calligraphy with Lloyd Reynolds
and Robert Palladino at Reed College, as well as in workshops with Edward Catich
and Hermann Zapf. She is the recipient of the 2012 Frederic W. Goudy Award for
her typographic achievements.

Book Design Boot Camp
Ron Gordon
Are you a self-publisher? These days, anyone with a computer
can publish a book, and hundreds of thousands of people have.
But do you want your self-published books to look professionally
designed? Do you want to create dynamic books that people
will want to read? Most self-publishers would have a better
chance of success with better book design. The principles of
good design and typography go back 500 years and include a
rich history of styles and conventions that determine how we
design and look at print. In this class, students will learn both
how to work within that tradition and how to break out of it
with good, successful results. Class projects will start with the
basics of how to choose a font and a format and then move
through the process of creating books that look professionally
designed. Students will need a basic knowledge of InDesign,
although Ron is willing to help beginners get started.
Ron Gordon studied printing, typography, and book design with two great masters,
Leonard Baskin and Joseph Blumenthal. He founded his Oliphant Press in 1970
to carry on the tradition of fine printing and design. Beginning as a letterpress
printer, Ron adapted his style and skills as the craft shifted to computer typesetting,
offset lithography, and now, digital printing. In 2007 the Amherst College Library
exhibited a retrospective of his work. Ron has taught before at Wells, has trained
numerous assistants and interns, and has lectured at libraries, colleges, and book
clubs all over the country.

Session Two

19 – 25 July 2015
Paper Marbling:
Controlling a Riot of Color
Stephen Pittelkow
Paper marbling offers a fascinating and magical method for
decorating paper. Colors are floated on a liquid bath and
combed into intricate patterns. Paper is gently applied to the
surface and, presto, a print appears. Using modern day paints
and materials, students will explore this centuries-old art form
in detail. Both historical and fantasy patterns will be explored in
detail, and, of course, experimentation will be encouraged. By
the end of class students will have a thorough understanding
of all aspects of marbling and a portfolio of papers to use for
reference, projects, or just to dazzle.

Steve Pittelkow’s interest in marbled paper stems from a desire to enhance his
own bindings with distinctive papers. He has experimented with a variety of
materials allowing students a rich and satisfying marbling experience. Steve’s
papers are featured in books and museum collections, and they are used by artists
in many media. He enjoys revealing the secrets for successful marbling and teaches
extensively across the US and Europe, including Penland School of Crafts, The
Morgan Conservatory, The Metropolitan Museum, The Center for Book Arts,
Asheville BookWorks and other centers.

How to Make (Artist) Books
Esther K. Smith
Explore straightforward bookbinding structures from Eastern
and early Western traditions. Make individual and collaborative
books, unique books and small editions. Book structures
include folded structures, stitched pamphlets, stab stitch,
accordions, long-stitch and coptic, plus origami-based books,
simple pop-ups, and paper toys. See the work of contemporary
book artists. Discuss how you can publish and distribute your
own artist book. Class is appropriate for all levels — beginners
can learn the basics — students with experience can try a fresh
start from a different perspective.

Esther K. Smith is the author of How to Make Books and several other book-arts books.
Artistic director of Purgatory Pie Press, she makes artist books and limited editions,
collaborating with the press’s founder Dikko Faust and other artists and writers.
Purgatory Pie Press exhibitions include the libraries of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and London’s Victoria & Albert Museum, Harvard, and RISD. Collections
include the Whitney Museum and the Museum of Modern Art where Smith’s
alphabetical poem accordion PPPABCXYZ was exhibited in the Artists’ Alphabets
exhibit. Smith has taught all over the world in venues as diverse as London College
of Printing, University of Windsor (Canada), WNYBAC, and Cooper Union where
her (Instant) Artist Books class ran for more than 15 years.

Session Two 19 – 25 July 2015
Vandercook Concentration:
Mastering the Proof Press
Paul Moxon
This comprehensive workshop delves into the minutiae of
Vandercookery. Using presses in the Wells College print studio,
participants will gain hands-on maintenance experience as
preparation for future problems and repairs. (We will also
discuss all models of interest and other brands as warranted.)
Once the presses have been serviced, we will investigate
materials and methods to improve the technical quality of
presswork. With a focus on production printing using proof
presses, we will examine the control of inking, cylinder
packing, proper height of plates, form imposition, lockup
and registration aids. By standardizing materials (as much
as possible) we will do “minimum makeready” to achieve
maximum results — just like Vandercook intended.

Paul Moxon is a studio letterpress printer, editor and itinerant teacher. He is the
author of Vandercook Presses: Maintenance, History and Resources (now in its second
edition) and moderates vandercookpress.info. He has taught at over fifty book
arts centers and universities throughout the U.S. and Canada. He has also held
fellowships at Rare Book School and the Newberry Library. Paul’s letterpress work
can be found in several public collections and at fameorshame.com.

Introduction to Typecasting
and Monotype Composition
Michael Bixler
This course offers the unique opportunity to learn typecasting
at one of the last remaining hot metal Monotype shops in
North America. Students will use the Monotype keyboard,
composition caster and the Monotype Supercaster to cast and
take home their own text and/or a case of type, including
fonts of ornaments. This course will be of particular value
to letterpress printers who want to experience the full gamut
of metal type, from keyboarding, to type casting, to pulling
proofs. Please visit the Bixlers’ website at www.mwbixler.com
to see specimens of the many Monotype faces available, or call
Michael at 315-685-5181 to discuss questions. Students will live
at Wells and commute to & from Skaneateles in Wells vans.
Limited to five students; no experience in casting required, but
letterpress printing experience preferred.
Michael Bixler has cast metal type and practiced fine letterpress printing and
typography since 1965. He and his wife established their press and letterfoundry
near Boston in 1973, and since 1983 have resided in Skaneateles, NY, where they
continue to print limited edition books and provide cast metal type to numerous
private presses and letterpress printers around the world. Michael is a graduate of
Rochester Institute of Technology and teaches letterpress printing at Wells College.

Session Three

26 July – 1 August 2015
Breaking the Deckle:
Papermaking as Social Action!
Drew Matott & Margaret Mahan
The class will explore in depth the papermaking, bookbinding
and printmaking processes used by Peace Paper Project.
Instructors Matott & Mahan will lecture and explain how they
use techniques with specific populations while collaborating
with social activists and art therapists. This is a class for paper
artists, activists, art therapists, art therapy graduate students
and educators. The focus of the class will be to give the time
and professional direction to each participant to go through the
processes first hand and make individual art. Using garments
of personal significance, each participant will gain direct
experience in the production of handmade paper from rag
to traditional and creative sheet formation, pulp printing and
Japanese bookbinding techniques. Participants will be able to
make their own silk screen images for pulp printing onto papers.
Drew Matott received his MFA in Book & Paper Arts from Columbia CollegeChicago and his BFA in Printmaking from the Buffalo State College. He co-founded
Green Door Studio, Combat Paper Project, Peace Paper Project and Panty Pulping.
Margaret Mahan co-directs Peace Paper Project, with a focus on Panty Pulping.
She received her BA in English from Saint Michael’s College. She also studied with
Antioch University in Bodh Gaya, India and with the University of Rhode Island
in Salamanca, Spain. Her love for poetry and creative writing brought her to be a
writer for Hand Papermaking, Inc.

Ornamental Letterpress
Jennifer Farrell,
Starshaped Press
The best way to understand type and printers’ ornaments
is to study them in their metal form. This class is designed
to improve your understanding of typography so that your
letterpress work (whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned
.printer) can improve and move beyond initial experimentation.
We will explore the tradition of using ornaments to create
larger pictorial images and letterforms, and all students will
create images ranging from simple one-color pieces to more
intricate, multi-colored prints, based on ability. Common
.problems in hand composition will be addressed, as well as
type that presents aesthetic challenges to work through. We’ll
look at tips and tricks to get the best results from both new and
old metal type. While this is not a beginning letterpress class,
no prior letterpress experience is required.
Since 1999, Jennifer Farrell has operated Starshaped Press in Chicago, focusing on
printing everything from business cards and social stationery to music packaging
and posters, as well as custom commissions and wholesale cards and prints. All
work in the studio is done with metal and wood type, making Starshaped one
of the few presses in the country producing commercial work while preserving
antique type and related print materials. Jennifer’s work has been repeatedly
recognized both in print and design blogs, and has appeared in poster shows
throughout the USA and Europe.

Session Three

26 July – 1 August 2015
Constructing the Classic Clamshell
Ilana Houseknecht
Used for everything from conservation to presentation, the
clamshell box is the ultimate protective enclosure that will
safely store your valuable prints or books while adding a
touch of elegance. In this class, we’ll learn to construct the
standard 2-tray case, and look at several variations. We’ll start
by covering a tray model in cloth with all turn-in cuts, to be
kept for reference, then we’ll construct a complete box step
by step from precut pieces. Once we’ve practiced the basic
construction methods, we’ll learn to measure content for a
secure fit. Working on a board shear, we’ll go over a system
for cutting all the pieces and how to make a set of jigs for
simplified cutting helpful in editions and boxes made from
identical materials. Participants will then have the opportunity
to design and build their own custom box.
Ilana Houseknecht has a background in English Literature, photography, design
and a love of all things book. After completing an apprenticeship in basic binding,
she worked in a production bindery where one of her main responsibilities was to
build clamshell boxes for university library collections. Her personal work mainly
focuses on artist’s books and custom designed cards incorporating photographic
imagery and text. She enjoys experimenting with different materials and combining
traditional techniques with a modern aesthetic. Currently living in nearby Ithaca,
NY, Ilana is delighted to be teaching at the Wells Book Arts Summer Institute.
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We are very pleased to have support for the Summer Institute
from these companies who actively promote the Book Arts.

®
arnold grummer's
papermaking — arnoldgrummer.com

atlantic papers — www.atlanticpapers.com

bixler press & letterfoundry — mwbixler.com

boxcar press — boxcarpress.com

paper & ink arts — paperinkarts.com

virgin wood type — virginwoodtype.com

As a preview to the Summer Institute and an open house for
the Wells Book Arts Center, we are pleased to present the

Upstate New York Spring Wayzgoose 2015
in collaboration with the
American Printing History Association Upstate New York Chapter.
A Wayzgoose is a traditional printer’s festival and feast with
mysterious mediæval naming origins, but has been used for
any number of events celebrating the book and paper arts.
The event will take place Saturday, May 9, 2015 from 11am to
5 pm on the Wells College Campus with an Open House and
demonstrations in and around Morgan Hall and a vendor fair
in the adjacent Sommer Center.
Admission is Free.

Information
schedule
Plan to arrive on campus Sunday afternoon between 4 and 6
pm, and to leave the following Saturday morning by 10 am.
Classes will begin Monday morning & continue through Friday
afternoon, six hours per day, from 9 am to noon, and from 1:30
to 4:30 pm. Most participants continue to work on their projects
after dinner and will have 24-hour access to the facilities.

enjoy the fellowship of a communal meal. This is not
mandatory and we realize that some participants may have
meal restrictions that require foregoing this option. We
will have a delicious vegetarian choice at every meal. We
pause for refreshments mid-morning and mid-afternoon.
Everyone is invited to dinner Sunday and Friday nights. A
continental breakfast will be served Saturday morning.

tuition & fees
Tuition for one week is $1000. Participants may register for
one class only per week. Please consult the sections below on
accommodations, meals, airport shuttles. The registration form
on the back page shows the complete list of fees.

airport shuttle
There will be a one-time pick-up and drop-off at Syracuse’s
Hancock International Airport for $60. A Wells van will pick
up participants at Hancock airport at 3:30 pm on Sunday
afternoon; the van will drop participants off at the airport
by 10 am the following Saturday morning. The drive from
Aurora to Hancock Airport is approximately one hour and
fifteen minutes; remember to allow at least an hour to get
checked in and through airport security. Please ask if you
may require other logistical assistance.

accommodations
We hope that participants will take advantage of on-campus
accommodations in order to benefit from studio time and
interaction with fellow Institute participants and faculty. Private
rooms with a shared bath are available for $300 for six nights. The
cost includes all linens. All rooms have wireless internet access.
Off-campus lodging options include bed & breakfasts
and major hotel chains, 20 ‒ 40 minutes from campus. Please
check our site, wellsbookartscenter.org/summer-institute, for
suggestions.
meals
Participants are encouraged to take their meals on campus to

driving directions
Complete directions and maps are available at the college
website: http://www.wells.edu/about/map-directions.aspx
course supplies & materials fees
Course supplies are included in the tuition cost. There are
no additional costs unless you wish to purchase supplies to
keep or fine papers from our stock room for your projects.

accessibility
We regret to say that the Book Arts Center is not currently
ADA handicapped accessible, although the dormitory is. Please
contact us if you think this would prevent your participation.
friday afternoon and evening
We will have a communal ‘show & tell’ on Friday afternoon.
Friday evening, weather permitting, we will go to a nearby state
park on the lake for the sunset and a bonfire!
deadlines
We encourage early registration since our studio courses are
limited to 8‒12 participants. The $100 non-refundable deposit
is due with the completed registration form on the back page.
The remaining tuition and any fees are due by 15 June 2015.
refund policy
You may cancel your registration until 15 June and receive a refund
minus the non-refundable $100 deposit and a $50 cancellation fee.
After that date, there with be no refunds. Should we need to
cancel a course for any reason, you will be notified and offered
another class or a full refund. We cannot be responsible for nonrefundable airline tickets.
academic credit
The Summer Institute is at present unable to grant academic
credit from Wells College. College students interested in credit

may apply to their home institution to use Institute courses as
the basis for an independent study. The Institute Director will
be happy to help with required paperwork and forms.
scholarships
We offer need-based scholarships to students and recent
graduates. Those interested should send a letter of application
and two letters of support to the Summer Institute Director by 15
April 2015.
internships
The Institute offers four internships to college and graduate
students in the book arts. Although these are non-paying
internships, each intern will be enrolled in one course and ta
in at least one other. Applications are available on our website
www.wells.edu/bkarts/info.htm and are due by 15 March 2015.
registration
Please register online or fill out the attached registration form
and mail it with a nonrefundable deposit of $100. Michael
Bixler’s class is limited to five participants; all other classes are
limited to eight.
Early registration is encouraged. The remainder of tuition
and fees is due by 15 June.

Registration
Please register online or send your deposit and registration form to:
Wells Book Arts Summer Institute
170 Main Street
Aurora, New York 13026
fax 315.364.3488 • office 315.364.3420
www.wellsbookartscenter.org

For more information on the Wells College Book Arts Center,
The Wells Book Arts Summer Institute, The Spring Wayzgoose,
and Wells College Press, please visit our online sites and follow
and “like” our social media portals:
facebook.com/wellsbookartscenter
twitter.com/WellsBookArts
pinterest.com/WellsBookArts
instagram.com/wells_book_arts
Summer Institute logotype by Julian Waters • www.waterslettering.com
Photo Left: View from Wells Summer Institute Accommodation by Ron Gordon
Additional Booklet Photography by Rob LoMascolo
Booklet printed by Keller Bros. & , Buffalo, NY

Wells Book Arts Summer Institute • Application for Summer 2015
name
address
city
state & zip
email
phone

fees $100 deposit required for any booking .
O Package • tuition, all meals, accommodations .…...... $1500 per week
O Tuition ..……………………………….....…........... $1000 per week
O Meal plan • all meals.……………………..................$300 per week
O Accommodations ………………………………...... $300 per week
O Airport shuttle service ……………………….......... $60 round trip
10% overall discount for multiple week registration
Please remember that the $100 deposit is non-refundable.		

						    total
Please indicate which class you want to take. You may take
payment method
only one class per session.
O Check
session 1 • 12 – 18 july
O Credit card
O visa
O mastercard
O Mowinski O Chadwick O Holmes O Gordon
		O discover    O american express
session 11 • 19 – 25 july
O Pittelkow O Smith O Moxon O Bixler
Amount to be charged
session 111 • 26 july – 1 august
Card number
O Matott/Mahon
O Farrell O Houseknecht
Expiration date and security code on back
Scholarship Applicant? O yes
Print name of cardholder
Internship Applicant? O yes
Cardholder signature
accommodations & meals
O
O
O
O

Stay on campus
Stay off campus
Meal plan: Breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks
Provide my own meals

Billing address, if different from registration address, above left
address
city state zip

w

Wells Book Arts Center
170 Main Street
Aurora, New York 13026

